The Swiss know why they choose train, bus and boat: this is where quality merges with reliability. So, if you wish to experience Switzerland at its most authentic, do as the locals do.

Try the world’s best chocolate • Climb a famous Swiss mountain • Buy a Swiss watch in its country of origin • Enjoy the national dish Swiss Fondue • Let your soul dangle and experience the real Heidi feeling • Ride the reliable Swiss trains • Observe a Swiss cow in its natural environment • Visit the small but fine cities of Switzerland such as the capital Bern, Zurich, Geneva, Lausanne, Lucerne, Basel, Lugano and more • 8874 peaks, 1184 lakes, 140 glaciers: Switzerland is a natural beauty! • Last but not least: stay in a Swiss Hostel and find out why Switzerland isn’t expensive!

BOOK YOUR HOSTEL NOW: SWISSHOSTELS.COM